TAKE A SEAT…

behind the wheel of the most flexible, affordable and advanced e-learning solution available. It’s like no other.

Paulson Training Programs has just upped the ante in training solutions with InSite360. Our newest high-performance training vehicle. Take a seat. Literally. And experience precision learning like no other. Under the hood, InSite360 is powered by the Internet and an expanded library of courseware delivering unbelievably powerful e-learning solutions that inspire confidence and take your employees’ knowledge to the next level.

Access thousands of hours of training geared toward everyone from the shop floor to front-office personnel to the top brass. Plus, InSite360 is a flexible driving experience. It can be easily adapted to meet strategic business initiatives, on-demand information needs and individual job roles. InSite360 is completely customizable and can be tailored to meet your needs, including custom user interfaces and custom content. Paulson’s comprehensive learning solutions achieve long-lasting and measurable business results. Results that impact your bottom line.

Are you global? Then take a spin around the world with InSite360. It’s global and it’s available anytime, anywhere, and in multiple languages. You can have the same training consistency whether your company does business in North America, Asia, Europe or anywhere else around the world.

InSite360, it’s the next step in training. So take a seat, literally, with Paulson’s InSite360 and turbo-charge your training solutions today.

Key Benefits:
- Accessible (Learn on-demand, 24/7)
- Customizable
- Easy-to-use browser interface
- Dynamic, crisp, 3-D graphics and animation
- Audio with full narration
- Automatic tracking and reporting
- Multiple languages

Choose from thousands of titles in these areas for all job levels:
- Plastics Processing - Injection Molding, Extrusion, Blow Molding
- General Manufacturing - Lean Manufacturing, Six Sigma, Supply Chain Management
- Business Skills - Operations, Management and Leadership, Sales, Marketing
- Human Resources - Recruiting, Managing Diversity, Hiring and Interviewing Skills
- IT Skills - Software Development, Web Design, Operating Systems
- Desktop Skills - Microsoft Office Suite, Crystal Reports
- Environmental, Safety & Health and Transportation-Environmental, General Workplace Safety & Health

Paulson Training Programs – the global leader in training.

• 30 years
• 3,000+ companies
• 30,000+ trained
WHY InSite360

► 1. Ease of Use – all you will need is an Internet connection, user name and a password. No CD’s to keep track of, networking, installation or hassle with locally managed training systems. You can access InSite360 through any browser application, anywhere in the world.

► 2. Global Consistency – employees at facilities around the world can log into the same system and receive a 100% consistent message or set of training lessons.

► 3. Security & Stability – Internet delivered products are more secure and available 24/7.

► 4. Targeted Curriculum & Cost Effectiveness – pay for only the training you need for the employees that need it.

InSite360 delivers employees who are able to:
• Cross-train/operate more than one process
• Resolve complex issues
• Provide preventive maintenance/routine repairs
• Troubleshoot non-routine production issues

Training at every job level:
• Production/Processing/Manufacturing
• Administrative
• Technical
• Management
• Executive

Companies that fully train their workforce benefit from:
• Increased productivity
• Reduced employee turnover
• Increased efficiency resulting in financial gains
• Decreased need for supervision

Employees that are more fully trained:
• Are more satisfied with their jobs
• Are more motivated
• Have a lower turnover rate
• Are more innovative and efficient

According to the American Management Association, the cost to replace an employee who leaves is, conservatively, 30% of his annual salary. For those with skills in high demand, the cost can rise to as much as 1.5 times the annual salary.

A study of 540 U.S. companies concluded that those who invested more in training realized a 37% higher gross profit per employee.*

*ASTD, 1998

Sampling of Course Titles

| Basic Molding Machine Operations * |
| Basic Injection Molding with SkillBuilder** |
| Efficient Mold Setting |
| Injection Molding Machine Maintenance |
| Optimizing Machine Control Settings with SkillBuilder** |
| Injection Molding Part Problems & Solutions with SkillBuilder** |
| Understanding Materials for Profitable Molding |
| Practical Injection Molding – Expert * |
| Injection Molding Simulation – SimTech |
| Injection Molding Operating Methods & Economics |
| Statistical Process Control |
| Plastic Drying Technology |
| Design of Experiments for Injection Molders |
| Implementing DeCoupled Molding ** |
| Hot Runner Molding Solutions |
| Extruder Operation & Control – Single Screw * |
| Extrusion Blow Molding Technology |
| Compounding with the Twin Screw Extruder |

*also in Spanish **also in Mandarin
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